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Basi

equations of diusional kineti s in alloys are statisti ally derived using the master equation approa h.

To des ribe diusional transformations in substitution alloys, we derive the quasi-equilibrium kineti
that generalizes its earlier versions by taking possible intera tion renormalization ee ts into a
the interstitial alloys

MeX,

we derive an expli it expression for the diusivity

D

D

is applied to des ribe the diusion of

arbon arbon intera tion. The results obtained enable us to make

ertain

on lusions about the real form of

The problem of development of a adequate theoreti al des ription of diusion in alloys attra ts interest

D

e. g., [115℄. Presently, this des ription is usually based
on the phenomenologi al theory of diusion in multiomponent systems developed by Onsager many years
oe ients are al u-

lated in this theory using various simplied models with

by other metals [5℄.
A

justi ation, and their relation to interatomi

intera -

tions, as well as the possibilities of their appli ation to
other alloy systems, are typi ally not

lear.

entration dependen e of the diusivity
in the kineti

D of

auses

an be based on the master equa-

tion approa h [715℄.

This approa h allows expres-

sing the phenomenologi al kineti

M

the mobility
teratomi

of an

oe ients, su h as

-spe ies atom, in terms of in-

intera tions in an alloy. These intera tions

an be estimated using either some mi ros opi
[1618℄ or
of a

ab initio

models

methods [14, 19, 20℄. As the level

ura y and reliability of

ab initio

steadily in reasing, this mi ros opi
be prospe tive for nonempiri al

An important problem in this eld is the strong onaustenite [15℄. This dependen e

onsistent statisti al des ription of the diusional

kineti s in alloys

parameters estimated empiri ally [14℄. However, these
onsistent theoreti al

ur

annot be dire tly measured be ause austenite

is unstable here) or under partial substitution of iron

from both fundamental and applied standpoints, see,

empiri al models have usually no

arbon in austenite.

(where many important phase transformations o
but

ago [6℄. Phenomenologi al kineti

This mi ros opi

arbon in austenite based on some simple models of

these intera tions and about the s ale of the transition state entropy for diusion of

1. INTRODUCTION

For

of an interstitial atom X.

This expression notably diers from those used in previous phenomenologi al treatments.
expression for

equation
ount.

al ulations is

approa h seems to

al ulations of diffusi-

vitiy.

arbon in

At the same time, previous

onsiderations of diu-

ompli ations

sional kineti s in alloys based on the master equation

analysis of various diusion- ontrolled re-

approa h were usually restri ted by dis ussions of only

a tions in steels [4℄, and several empiri al models have

simplest models and approximations or some parti ular

been suggested to des ribe this dependen e [14℄. How-

problems [7

ever, it is generally un lear whether these models an be

general dis ussions [10, 15℄ in luded many unne essary

used for predi tions of

D at temperatures T

. 1000

9; 11; 13℄. On the other hand, several more

K

ompli ations and restri tions that

an hinder the un-

derstanding of the results. Therefore, the rst aim of
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equations of diusion in alloys based on the

master equation approa h, for both substitution and
interstitial alloys.
For this, in Se . 2, we rst dis uss the va any-mediated kineti s under diusional transformations
in substitution alloys. This problem has been

onsid-

ered in Ref. [15℄, and some equations derived in Se . 2
have been already presented there. But the full derivation of these equations has not been given in [15℄, while
the similar derivation in [10℄ in ludes a number of
pli ations and ina
the methods of
ros opi

om-

ura ies. In Se . 2, we also dis uss

omputer simulations based on the mi-

equations proposed, in luding some general-

onsider a substitutional alloy with m + 1 omponents
p0 , in luding atoms of m dierent spe ies p = p1 ,
p2 ; : : : ; pm and va an ies v: p0 = fp; vg. The distributions of atoms over the latti e sites i are des ribed
p
by o upation number sets fni g, where the operator
p
ni is 1 when the site i is o upied by a p0 -spe ies
omponent and 0 otherwise. For ea h i, these operaP
p
tors obey the identity
p ni = 1, and hen e only m
0

0

0

0

of them are independent.
0

ally

transparent form. This expression involves only mi ros opi

parameters that

theoreti al models or

an be estimated using either

ab initio

generalize this mi ros opi

al ulations.

expression for

1

2 :::

of multi omponent alloys (Me Me

We also

D to the

ase

)-X with several

spe ies atoms in the metal sublatti e.
The se ond aim of this work is to apply the results
in Se . 3 to treat the above-mentioned problem of diusion of

arbon in austenite mi ros opi ally. This treat-

We note that both



ni

!

:

nhi and ni are proje

illustrations.

npi ,
0

In terms of all operators

Ht

tional Hamiltonian

Ht =

the total

an be written as
0

0

0

After elimination of the operators

purely deformational (or strain-indu ed) intera tion

with (1), this Hamiltonian be omes

RCC

distan es.

We show that some natu-

H t = E0 +

thermodynami

and diusional

hara teristi s of

bon in austenite at the same level of a

ar-

4; 36℄.

a hieved in phenomenologi al models [1

The

mi ros opi

approa h simultaneously allows making a

number of

on lusions about the type of CC intera -

tions and about some physi al features of diusion of
arbon in austenite. The main results of this work are
summarized in Se . 5.

2. EQUATIONS OF VACANCY-MEDIATED
KINETICS FOR DIFFUSIONAL
TRANSFORMATIONS IN SUBSTITUTION
ALLOYS
2.1. General equations for mean o
latti e sites
We

rst

present

the

ne essary

Ref. [15℄ with some extensions and

Hint =

ura y as that

relations

from
We

;i>j

X

stants

nhi

in a

ordan e

i
vij ni nj

E0 and ' and the 

vij are linearly expressed
Vijp q in (3), in parti ular,
0

(3)

' ni + Hint ;

whi h in ludes only independent

(4)

ni ,

while the

on-

ongurational intera tions
in terms of the

ouplings

0

vil = (V 

V h

V h + V hh )ij :

(5)

The fundamental master equation for the probability

P

of nding an o

upation number set

fni g =  is [12℄

dP ( ) X
^
= [W (; )P () W (;  )P ( )℄  SP
dt


upations of

omments.

X

0

0

RCC and a

ral generalizations of this model allow des ribing both

ongura-

1 X pq p q
V n n :
2 p q ;ij ij i j
0

ite suggested by Blanter [16℄, whi h supposes a strong

at longer

tion operators:

(for simpli ity supposed to de-

s ribe pairwise intera tions)

arbon arbon (CC) intera tions in austen-

 hemi al repulsion at short CC distan es

(1)

(nhi )2 = nhi; nhi ni = 0; ni ni = Æ ni : (2)
For dilute alloys, it is onvenient to set  h in (1) to be
the host omponent, e.g., h = Fe for the dilute BCC
FeCuv alloys dis ussed in [14, 15℄ and used below for

ment des ribed in Se . 4 is based on the mi ros opi
model of

X

nhi = 1

onsider interstitial MeX alloys and de-

D of an interstitial atom X in a simple and physi

onvenient to let the


: (npi )indep = ni , with the rest operator, denoted

h
as ni , expressed via the ni :
or

rem [10, 15℄, whi h greatly simplies su h simulations.
rive the general statsti al expression for the diusivity

It is

independent operators be denoted by Greek letters

izations of the previously dis ussed equivalen e theoIn Se . 3, we
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W (; )

unit time.
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is the



(6)

!  transition probability per

If we adopt the

onventional transition
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state model [14℄ for the probabilities
press the transfer matrix

W,

we

an ex-

S^ in (6) in terms of the prob-

Here,

Ehp

:::

is the saddle-point energy for the pure host

^ pij


metal and the operator

des ribes

hanges in this

ability of an elementary intersite ex hange (jump)

energy due to a possible presen e of minority atoms

p

near the bond:

i

vj

between neighboring sites

eff exp
Wijpv = npi nvj !pv

= 1=T

where

h

SP
(E^pi;vj

i

in ) ;
E^pi;vj

is the inverse temperature,

in
^pi;vj
the saddle-point energy, E
jump)

i and j :

SP
E^pi;vj

is

is the initial (before the

ongurational energy of a jumping atom

a va an y, and the pre-exponential fa tor

eff
!pv

p and

an be

written as



!pv

(8)

is the attempt frequen y, whi h is generally

expe ted to have the order of magnitude of the mean
frequen y of vibrations of a jumping atom in an alloy, and

SP
Spi;vj

is the entropy dieren e between the

saddle-point and the initial alloy states. This dieren e
is mainly due to the dieren e of atomi

vibrations in

the saddle-point state (supposed to be lo ally equilibrium, whi h allows thermodynami

notion su h as the

entropy to be applied to it) and the initial state.
high temperatures

T

ready at

, where

T

& D =2

under

At

onsiderations (a tually, al-

D is the Debye temperature

[22℄), this entropy dieren e

an be des ribed by the

lassi al expression

!pin

and

!psp

are

(9)

in [14℄ and [15℄.

The intera tion parameters

0

ab initio

p

in

ods. For FeCu

alloys, this was shown in [14℄. The-

v

oreti al

al ulated by

and

an be

al ulations of the fa tors

eff
!pv

exp(S SP )

meth-

in Eq. (7) are

more di ult due to the presen e of the entropi
in Eq. (8). However, values of

eff
!pv

fa tor
an be

estimated from experimental data on self-diusion and
diusion of isolated atoms in a host metal, as des ribed
in [14℄.
Be ause the

ni

in Eqs. (1), (4), and (6) are pro-

je tion operators obeying Eqs. (2), the most general
expression for the probability

P = P fnig in (6)

an be

tion [1012℄

2 0

P fni g = exp 4



+

X

i

13

i ni Hint h^ int A5 ;

1 X   
h nn +
h^ int =
2 ;ij ij i j
1 X    
+
h n n n +:::
6 ;ijk ijk i j k

For exam-

!DFe  6  1013 se 1 [23℄, Soisson and Fu (SF) [14℄ found
eff
eff
Fe
Fe
that ! Fe v  80 !D and !Cu v  30 !D . This implies
sp
SP
SP
that SFe v  4:5, SCu v  3:5, !
Fe  !DFe=4, and
sp
Fe
!Cu  !D =3, although so high values of S SP and
!D =! sp an be somewhat overestimated due to ina uon the atomi

0

Eqs. (3) and (11)

alloys with the Debye frequen y

The saddle-point energy

Vijp q , "ph ,

deused

(12)

Be ause the frequen ies

be expe ted to take large positive values.

ra ies of the estimates [14℄.

al ulated by SF

ab initio methods [14℄. We note that our
^ pij and p dier by sign from those
nitions of 

!psp in the saddle-point onguration an notably soften
in
SP an
with respe t to !p , the entropy dieren e Spv
v

is the total number of nearest latti e sites

parameters of pairwise intera tions

brations of a jumping atom in the initial and saddle-

ple, for the FeCu

(11)

b = 6 for a BCC latti e),
l for ea h bond (whi h is znn
p
p
p
p
 = (" "h ), and " and "ph are the mi ros opi

ertain mean frequen ies of vi-

point states (see, e. g., [29℄).

b
znn

; l=lij
nn

p nl ;

written in the form of the generalized Gibbs distribu-

 pin
SP = 3 ln !
;
Spv
!psp
where

where

X

using

eff = ! exp S SP :
!pv
pv
pi;vj
Here,

b "p ; 
^ pij =
Ehp = znn
h

(7)

SP
E^pi;vj

Here, the parameters

depends in general

ij

bond. We de-

(whi h are both time and

spa e-dependent in general)
al potentials for
lo al

onguration near the

i

-spe

(13)

an be

alled site

hemi-

ies atoms; they are related to

i and hi of -spe ies and
=
hi ) [21℄. In (12), Hint is
:::
(4); the parameters hi:::j in (13) (also

hemi al potentials

host atoms as
the same as in

i

(i

s ribe this dependen e by the SF model [14℄ assuming

depending on both time and spa e) des ribe possible

the saddle-point energy to depend only on o

renormalizations of intera tions, and

of latti e sites
(denoted by

l

nearest to the

ij ):
lnn

SP =
E^pi;vj

7

enter of the

upations

ij

bond

is determined

by normalization.
As dis ussed in detail in [12℄, under the usual

X

q; l=lij
nn

ÆÝÒÔ, âûï. 4 (10)

^ pij :
"pq nql = Ehp + 

tions of phase transitions
(10)

ondi-

orresponding to the absen e

of external parti le or energy uxes (that is, when the
alloy is a  losed but not an open statisti al system),
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the ee ts of renormalizations of intera tions an be expe ted to be insigni ant, and we

an therefore set

h^ int = 0

h(: : : )i

P

=


i

= hni i =

in (12). There are at least two reasons to expe t the
tems.

For example, it is true be-

fore an initially equilibrated alloy is quen hed from a
higher temperature

Th to the lower temperature Tl

or-

responding to another equilibrium phase (or phases),
and it is also true after the new equilibrium state at

T = Tl

is rea hed. Therefore, there is no driving for e

h:::
in distribui:::j:::
tion (12) away from their Gibbs values hi:::j = 0. Se :::
ond, the parameters hi:::j in distribution (12) mainly

drawing the

In what follows, it is
in Eqs. (7)(12) is
or

a , while the time for

There-

v,



t . a are not important for the whole evolution.

fore, possible u tuative violations of relation (14) at
small

or

2

P fnig = exp 4 ( +
whi h is

X

h

npi nvj exp



k

in
E^pi;vj

i

where the symbol

3
(15)

while

alled the quasi-equilibrium Gibbs distribu-

Heff =

systems su h as alloys under irradiation [24, 25℄ or an

portant

ux imposed [11℄, quasi-

an be strongly violated. Im-

ases of su h violations

sitions a

an be the phase tran-

ompanied by signi ant uxes of va an ies

into the transformation region, for example, the pre ip-

v alloys, where these uxes arise due

Here,


v~kl

SP
E^pi;vj

 exp[

The operator

to the strong trapping of va an ies by the

opper-based

ases, the ee tive va an y

an notably vary with the evolu-

tion time, and large renormalizations
be expe ted. Possible methods of

6 0
hvijCu =

an

Multiplying Eq. (6) by operators
tions for the mean o
trations)


i

= hni i:

i

p is h or

j
,

tive Hamiltonian for

and summing

fni g, we obtain the set of equaupations of sites (lo al

d i
= hni S^i;
dt

on en-

k nk +

;k

v~kl


= vkl

1 X   
v~ n n ;
2 ;kl kl k l

(19)

+ h
kl :

in
E^pi;vj


vkl

in Hamiltonian (4).

in (18) (des ribing the part of the

ongurational energy that depends on o

i

j)

and

upa-

an be expressed in terms of

formal variational derivatives of Hamiltonian (3) with

npi and nvi , Hpit = ÆH t =Ænpi
= Æ2 H t =Ænpi Ænvj :

al ulations of su h

ni

X

respe t to

in = n H t + n H t
E^pi;vj
pi pi
vj vj

renormalizations have been dis ussed in [10, 11, 13℄.
ongurations

Heff )℄;

(

means summation over sites

just as the true intera tion
initial

over all

i

fi ! j g 

an be regarded as the full ee tive intera -

tions of sites

opper intera tions

j (i)



(18)

tion, whi h for simpli ity is supposed to be pairwise,

itation in FeCu

pre ipitates [14℄. In su h

an then be expli itly written

Heff = Heff fnk g is the ee

We note, however, that for the essentially open

equilibrium relation (14)

 in Eqs. (12)(16) is

statisti al averaging of expressions in square bra kets:

tion in what follows.

alloy with an external atomi

orresponding to a minority

that are nearest neighbors of the site , and

i ni Hint )5 ;

p

orresponding to a minority atom or a va an y.

When relation (14) is satised, Eq. (12) takes the
form

h,

Then the index

d i X X eff
! 
=
dt fn g j(i) v
k
h


i
v
in
 ni nj exp E^ i;vj E^ SPi;vj fi ! j g 
 exp[ ( Heff )℄;
v
X
X
X
di
!eff 
=
dt fn g p j(i) pv

hange of ex-

t  a [8, 10, 15℄.

; ;:::

as

ompleting mi rostru tural evolution under phase transition is usually mu h longer,

(17)

onvenient to mark the minor-

System of equations (16)

order is established relatively fast, in a time of the order
ex hange time

ni P fnj g:

or a host atom, and the index

ternal onditions, su h as temperature, this short-range
of one interatomi

fnj g

ity atoms by Greek indi es

orrelation parameters

des ribe the short-range order. After a

X

averaging

losed sys-

First, this relation holds both before and af-

ter the transformation.

142, âûï. 4 (10), 2012


fnj g (: : : )P fnj g means
over the distribution P , for example,
where

(14)

validity of Eq. (14) for transformations in

òîì

where the third term

and

t
Hpi;vj
=

t ;
npi nvj Hpi;vj

orresponds to the subtra tion of

the double- ounted intera tion between an atom
site

i and a va

an y

(20)

v at site j .

p at

The main idea of further manipulations (analogous
(16)

to those made in [10, 11℄) is to redu e the averages
of

722

omplex operators in square bra kets in (18) to
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some simpler averages that have a

Statisti al derivation of basi equations
lear physi al mean-

ing. For this, in the sums over all

ongurations

fnk g

Using Eqs. (19) and (5), we
tion (22) at

in (18), we rst perform summation over all possible
o

upations of only two sites,

ij

bond under

X

i and j , belonging to the

onsideration.

ni ;nj

Due to the presen e of

npi nvj in (18), the summation
q

q
redu es to setting ni = Æqp and nj = Æv in the ni 
and nj -dependent exponential fa tor exp Y multiplied

We note that the saddle-point energy
ing to its denition (10), does not
tion operators of sites

i

j.

and

(21)

SP ,
E^pi;vj

a

ord-

ontain o

upa-

The

onvenient to formally restore

fnk g


in (18), in luding all values of ni and nj . For this, we
h h
an introdu e the operator ni nj into the summand.

the summation over all o

upation number sets

Be ause this proje tion operator is nonzero only when

ni and nj

are zero, the summation with this fa tor

over all possible o

upations of sites

lent to omitting all

exp Y .

exponential
mation

X

ni ;nj

ni -

and

i and j

nj -dependent

is equiva-

terms in the

Therefore, the result of the sum-

an be written as

=

X

ni ;nj

an be

nhi nhj exp (Ypi + Yvj + Ypi;vj + Y ) ;
and

Ypi;vj

the

relevant

modynami

-spe

ies

properties [15℄). We note that the va an y

on entration

v
i

= hnvi i

in real substitution alloys is

very small, and hen e all

nvl

an be negle ted in the

statisti al averages involved in Eqs. (18).

Therefore,

nl in (24) a tually orrespond to the minority atoms with  =
6= v. In writing Eq. (24), we also

terms with

used the above-mentioned argument that for the usual
onditions of phase transitions, signi ant renormaliza-

hvij

an be expe ted only for the va an yatom

essential.
(22)

are

variational

o

deriva-

upation numbers:

. The rst term in the exponent in

orresponds to the

p
linear in ni

ontribution to sum (22)

onsider the term with

express all operators

nhl

nvj

p=

hij

are not

ase p = h, Eq. (22) is simplied be ause the
Y in (21) depends only on the independent

h
operators nj but not on ni . Therefore, the terms Yhi
and Yhi;vj in (22) are absent and the exponent redu es
to (Yvj + Y ). Making the same manipulations as above,
In the

we then obtain instead of (24),

nl

X

ni ;nj



in (22) and

in expression (20) for

in terms of the independent

using Eq. (1).

E ini;vj

After

ni = 1 and = 1 in that expression, the exponent Y in (21) takes the form
setting

4

intera tion for a

atom (be ause it ae ts only mobilities but not ther-

v
of the term in Y
but not in nj , the se ond,
p
v
to that of the term in Y linear in nj but not in ni , and
p
the third, to that of the term in Y linear in both ni
v
and nj .

Y=

(25)

operator

Ypi , Yvj ,
Y over
Ypi = ÆY=Ænpi , et

2

alled the kineti

Vilhh

ent atoms, the analogous renormalizations

where

We rst

(24)

intera tions, while for the intera tions between dier-

tives of

Eq. (22)

nhi nhj 

uil = Vilh

tions

npi nvj exp Y =

ni ;nj

where the quantity

ommon fa tor

(26) for brevity.

In what follows, it is

X

l

SP ) is therefore skipped in Eqs. (23)
E^pi;vj

eff exp(
!pv

all

ni nvj exp Y =



by this proje tion operator, where

Heff ):

an expli itly write rela-

as

8 2
<
X
X

exp 4 (uil + ujl )nl +
Vil h + Vjlvh
:
l
l
0
39
1
=
X
A H 5
Vijhh hijv + i + vj
hv
n
eff ;
jl l

the proje tion operator

in
Y = (Epi;vj

p=

:::

X

l

+


X

Vil  Vil h nl +
Vjlv Vjlvh nl +

l

X

l

Vil h + Vjlvh



Vij v

#

Heff :

nhi nvj exp Y =

X

nhi nhj 

ni ;nj
8 2
<
X
X

exp 4 (uil +ujl )nl +
Vilhh +Vjlvh Vijhh +
:
l
l
0
139
1
=
X
+ vj
hvjl nl A Heff A5 : (26)
;
l

Substituting relations (24) and (26) in (18), we
express the derivatives

d i =dt via some statisti

rages. In writing these averages, we

an

al ave-

an take into a -

h^ int in (12)
v v
are present only for the va an yatom terms hij ni nj ,
v
whi h in lude the va an y o upation operators ni and
ount that the intera tion renormalizations

(23)
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nearest neighbors.

Eapv;MC

averages. To simplify formulas, in treating the inter-

gies

a tion renormalization terms

[14℄ and given by Eq. (2.5) in [26℄, we nd

hvjl nl

in Eqs. (24) and

(26), we use the mean eld approximation (MFA), re-

nl

pla ing ea h operator

l

value

hvjl l ,

.

Therefore, ea h term

whi h

orresponds to repla ing the va an y site

hemi al potential

0

X

v

i

l

is repla ed by

vi

~vi :

by its renormalized value

1

0

X

hvjl nl A ! ~vi = vi

We show in Se . 2.2 that for

l

l

1

hvjl l A :

values

omes exa t. Hen e, we

l

urate at all

.

an be ex-

an expe t it to be su iently

We also note that a similar MFA

treatment of intera tion renormalization ee ts have
been used in [11, 13℄, where the
and kineti
MFA a

omparison of MFA

Monte Carlo results have shown that the

ura y is su ient for treatments of renormal-

ization ee ts.
Using relations (24)(27), we
the

an write Eqs. (18) in

on ise form

=

X

j (i)

di X
b ( v 
=
dt j(i) v ij i j
d vi
=
dt
2 0
4 v  hv bh +
ij
j

whi h is

X

p

is

or

h,

1

3

fi ! j g

The term

where

eff
!pv

eff exp(
= !pv

in the averaged probability, with

We note in this

oughly taken into a

(EaCuv )eff
of a

opper atom [26, 28℄. This is very

and

Ea v = Ehp

hijv

(28)

may imply that for the diusion in dilute FeCu al-

Gibbs distribution (15)

Eahv = Ehh

on the

bpij

equa-

in these

pi vj

*

p

bpij in (28) (to be

=

"

X

l

(uil + ujl )nl
X

v for

; l=lij
nn

an be written in a form

Eapv );

(29)

Eapv

where

p

is the same as in (11) and

in (24)(26).

is the ef-

Ehp in (11) and the intera

Finally, the quantities

-

hh + h v ;
(Vijph + Vijvh ) + Vnn
ij

(30)

(31)

iv

and

i

3+

p nl 5 ;

uil is the same as
in (28)

an be re-

-spe ies atoms be ause they are related

hemi al potentials

i in (15) and the renor~vi in (27) as

hemi al potential

iv = exp( ~vi ); i = exp( i )
(whi h is similar to the relations between
thermodynami

724

(33)

alled the site thermodynami a tivities for

malized site

hh ;
(Vijhh + Vijvh ) + Vnn

alled  orrelators)

upations and des ribe the

jump probability:

nhi nhj exp

to the site

j

urately des ribe

inuen e of minority atoms in the vi inity of the bond

in (3) and (19) as

X

an rather a

orrelation ee ts [27℄, while the intera -

are ertain averages of site o

ij

5;

pv

X

j

lose to the value

loys, our statisti al averaging with quasi-equilibrium

spe tively

0

ount [27℄, SF obtained the value

v
EaCuv = 0:44 eV that follows from Eq. (30) at hCu
ij = 0
pq
after the substitution of ouplings Vij used by SF. This

va an ies and

0

orrela-

 0:47 eV for the ee tive a tivation energy

of the saddle-point energies

Vijp q

de-

onne tion that in their study of

diusion in dilute FeCu alloys [14℄ with the

fe tive a tivation energy, whi h is expressed in terms

tions

v~ijv

tion ee ts for this va an y-mediated diusion thor-

i. e., denotes a minority

is the same as in (8), while

For the intersite ex-

this leads to an extra Gibbs fa tor

ned in (19).

similar to Eq. (7),

pv

v~ijv )

vj ,

tion renormalization ee ts are not very signi ant for

or a host atom) is the ee tive ex hange rate
a pure host metal. This term

exp(

i

this diusion.

alled the quasi-equilibrium kineti

equations (where

hange

The quantities

v bij i

tions (QKE) in what follows.

v~ v is the same as in (19). The dieren e bev
v
tween Ea and Ea ;MC arises be ause transition prob-

the relevant

jv i );

A

(32)

where

averaged over distribution (12).
(27)

pe ted to be most signi ant, approximation (27) bea

Monte Carlo approa h

ability (7) in the statisti ally averaged QKE (28) is

lose to unity,

when the intera tion renormalization ee ts

used in the kineti

Ea v = Ea v;MC + v~nnv ; Eahv = Eahv;MC ;

in these averages by its mean

hvjl nl

Comparing

these expressions with the analogous a tivation ener-

a tivities and

(34)

onventional

hemi al potentials).

ÆÝÒÔ,
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To nd expli it expressions for the site

*

i

2.2. Cal ulations of site hemi al potentials
p
and orrelators bij

nhi nhj

bij =

hemi al po-

i

kt
X

=

tentials
= i ( j ) determined by Eqs. (17) and for
p
p
the orrelators bij = bij ( k ) determined by Eqs. (33),

kt
Y
l=1

(1 +

+

X

fl nl ) =

X D

X

k=0 l1 6=:::lk

1 :::

k

nhi nhjnl11 : : : nlkk

luster methods [12℄. As

dis ussed in detail in [15, 21, 29℄, using the MFA for
ulations of

hemi al potentials

i

with high a

ombines simpli ity of

al ulations

(39)

fl = f ( uil + uj l )

luster approxima-

ura y, parti ularly for dilute alloys. As an



where we set

in real alloys often

leads to large errors, while the pair
tion (PCA) usually

al-

E

 fl11 : : : flkk ;

we should use some approximate method of statisti al
physi s, su h as the MFA or

:::

Statisti al derivation of basi equations

with

f (x)

dened in (38), and

kt

(40)

is the total number

uil + uj l .

of sites with nonzero values of potentials

For

illustration (used also below for interstitial alloys), we

example, for the nearest-neighbor or next-to-nearest-

present the PCA expressions for

neighbor intera tion models in a BCC latti e [15℄,

alloy with host atoms
(omitting the index
brevity):

i

in a binary ABv
h = A and minority atoms = B
B
B
B at i = i and i = i for

kt = 14 or kt = 20.

In nding the averages in (39), we re all that the
fun tions

2

i = T 4ln( i = hi ) +

ln(1 gij j )5 ;

j 6=i

alloys
(35)

vi = T 4ln( vi = hi)

nearest and next-to-nearest neighbors).

X

j 6=i

ln(1 + gijv j )5 :

ding to well-separated and weakly
(36)

gij = 2fij =[Rij + 1 + fij ( i + j )℄;
gijv = 2fijv =[Rij + 1 + fij ( i j )℄;

Rij = [1+( i + j )fij ℄2 4 i j fij (fij +1) 1=2 :

1 :::

For a multi omponent alloy AB 

al ulating the

pli ity, we rst

orrelators

onsider the

p

(37)

and fourth.

Correlations of o

bpij

ase of

simple MFA that negle ts su h
erally be admissible in

v

bij = hi hj

i

onguration-inde-

^p


exp(xnl ) = 1 + nl f (x); f (x) = ex

1;

an rewrite Eq. (33) as

of a

(38)

kt
Y
l=1

=

in (33), for sim-

bpij = bij are independent of the kind
jumping atom p. Using Eqs. (2) and the identity

Therefore, using the
orrelations should gen-

al ulations of averages (39), in

al ulations of

by its mean value

Bm  , the PCA

orrelators

upations of so distant

sites should typi ally be weak.

hemi al potentials

i

p.
l

npl in Eq. (39) is repla ed
e, the orrelator bij an be

Hen

expli itly written as

in Eqs. (10), (11) and (33) are zero and the

whi h follows from (2), we

l

In the MFA, ea h operator

pendent saddle-point energies when the dieren es
and

orrespon-

the nearest-neighbor intera tion model) in lude terms

mentioned above.

hemi al potentials

are des ribed in [21℄.
In

nl

orrelated sites . In

parti ular, for the BCC latti e, these produ ts (even for

ontrast to the

al ulations of site

Hen e, the

ome from averages

with the neighbors from rst to tenth, most often third

gijv

dened in (5) as

methods of

ontributions to sum (39)

of produ ts of many dierent operators

3

gij or
is expressed in terms of
the Mayer fun tion fij = [exp(
vij ) 1℄ or fijv =
v
B
= [exp( vij ) 1℄ for the potential vij  vijBB or vijvB
Here, the fun tion

v
f ( u1 )  5 and f ( u2 )  1
u1 and u2 orrespond to the

onsidered in [15℄,

(where the intera tions
leading

2

in Eqs. (39) and (40) are typi ally rather

large for real alloys. For example, for the BCC FeCu-

3

X

fl

1+

X

h h exp
i j

!

l fl

"k
t
X

l=1

=

ln 1 +

X

!#

fl l

:

(41)

p in Eqs. (11) and (33) are
p
nonzero, the orrelator bij in Eq. (33) an be al ulated
in the same way as bij in (39)(41). The dieren e
ij
arises only for sites l = lnn adja ent to the ij bond, for
whi h the fa tor fl dened in Eq. (40) is repla ed by
p
an analogous fa tor fl dened as
(42)
flp = f ( uil + uj l p l Æl;lijnn );
When the dieren es
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ij
p l = p Æl;lijnn and Æl;lijnn is unity when l = lnn
p
ij
and zero when l 6= lnn . Therefore, the orrelator bij is
p
given by Eq. (41) with ea h fl repla ed by fl :

where

bpij

= hi hj exp

"k
t
X

l=1

ln 1 +

X

p

!#

fl l

:

(43)
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This is illustrated by the presen e of va an y a tivities

iv = exp( ~vi ) in the right-hand side of QKE (28).

This a tivity is proportional to the va an y

v,
i

tion

whi h is a general relation of thermodynami s

of dilute solutions illustrated by Eq. (36). Therefore,
the time derivatives of mean o

upations are propor-

tion in (27) used in the derivation of QKE (28). If we

to the strong inequality between
above.

bpij in (43), in lude similar orrelators
~bpij diering from bpij by the presen e of additional interv
a tion renormalization terms hjl nl in the exponents:
orrelators

~bpij = hi hj exp

kt
X
l=1

(

ln 1 +

exp uil + uj l

p l

jl



This



v

and

mentioned

Therefore, the type of temporal evolution for

atoms and va an ies is quite dierent, whi h makes the

v (t) and (t)
i
i

dire t numeri al solution of Eqs. (28) for
unsuitable and time

onsuming.

At the same time, the inequality

 v



al-

many elds of physi s, in luding the well-known Born
Oppenheimer approa h in the quantum me hani al de-

)

s ription of the motion of atoms in mole ules and solids.

;

1 l

v.
j

lows using the adiabati  approa h en ountered in

X


hv

or

is natural for the va an y-mediated kineti s and leads

do not use this approximation, then Eqs. (28), instead
of the

v
i

tional to the lo al va an y on entration,

We nally remark about the MFA-type approxima-

on entra-

(44)

In this approa h, the ee tive driving for e for a slow
motion is obtained by its averaging over a rapid mo-

where we write the fun tion

f (x)

dened in (38) ex-

pli itly. For the diusional transformations under

on-

sideration, the intera tion renormalization ee ts seem
to be most signi ant in those spatial regions where
the lo al

on entration

lustrated by the

l

is

lose to unity. This is il-

ase of pre ipitation in FeCu alloys,

where these ee ts arise due to the strong trapping of

Cu
l

va an ies by the Cu-based pre ipitates for whi h
is

lose to unity [15℄.

l

For su h

tion. Therefore, to fully des ribe the slow motion, only
a few averaged
needed.

hara teristi s of the rapid motion are

In quantum me hani s, this is the appropri-

ate ele troni
xed positions

energy (ele troni

Ri

that at a given atomi
an y

term)

al ulated at

of atoms. In our problem, this means

v
i

on entration

distribution

f i g, the lo al va-

adiabati ally fast (i. e., in a time

 v    ) rea hes its quasi-equilibrium value
v f g for whi h the right-hand side of the se ond equai i

v

, the argument of

the logarithm in (44) redu es to a single exponential,

tion in (28) vanishes. Therefore, dis arding small

and relation (27) be omes exa t.

re tions of the relative order

We also note that

for simulations of diusional transformations based on

v
i

 1, we

mate this equation by its adiabati

Eq. (28), the details of va an y distributions are a tually insigni ant due to the adiabati ity prin iple

0=

and the time res aling pro edure dis ussed in Se . 2.3.
Therefore, approximation (27) appears to be su ient

X

j (i)

"

jv

h
hv bij

+

X

version

!

v bij i
#

for the use in su h simulations.

fi ! j g ;

2.3. Redu ing kineti equations (28) to
equations for some dire t ex hange model

whi h

Quasi-equilibrium kineti

va an y a tivity

equations (28)

an be

used for modeling most dierent phase transformations,

iv ,

we

an be

or-

an approxi-

(45)

alled the adiabati ity equation for the

iv .

Solving this linear equation for

an, in prin iple, express it in terms of

iv ( j )

j.

in parti ular, pro esses of pre ipitation, whi h attra t

Substituting these

great attention in

then yields the QKE for some equivalent dire t-atomi -

tions [3032℄.

onne tion with numerous appli a-

However, in their original form (28),

these equations are not suitable for using in

v

entration

pi

vj

o

in real alloys. Be ause atomi

on-

ex hanges

ur only with a va an y, this smallness

leads to a great dieren e in the relaxation times
between atoms

and va an ies

v: 

ex hange (DAE) model.

omputer

simulations due to very small values of va an y



 v = v  v .

in the rst equation in (28)

To illustrate these
sider models with
point energies.

onsiderations,

we rst

on-

onguration-independent saddle-

For su h models, the parameters

bpij

= bij

p

in (11) are zero, the

orrelators

dent of the spe ies

of the jumping atom, and adia-

p

are indepen-

bati ity equation (45) takes the simple form
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bij iv jv

"

hv +

!

X

v i

Statisti al derivation of basi equations

.

fi ! j g

iv

#

= 0:

If we let

eff
h

=

Be ause
(46)

1=i denote the rst term in the square bra

k-

ets, then the dieren e in these bra kets takes the form

i 1 j 1 .
i being a

Hen e, a solution of Eqs. (46) is given by
onstant independent of the site number

i

(although possibly depending on time as well as on temperature and other external parameters):

i = iv

.

=

v  (t):

v

v,
i

in (47) is proportional to

v

tive DAE rates in (52) are by a fa tor

pv , in a

the va an y ex hange rates

(47)

(52)
the ee -

smaller than

ordan e with the

above-dis ussed adiabati ity relations.
For more realisti

models with

onguration-depen-

dent saddle-point energies, the basi
tion (45) for va an y a tivities

adiabati ity equa-

iv

annot be solved

analyti ally in general, and hen e either numeri al or
methods should be used.

v

For the rst-prin iple model of FeCu

=  (t):

v i

 (t)

some approximate analyti

!

X

hv +

eff

v hv  (t);

=

:::

alloys devel-

oped in [14℄, su h an approximate treatments in [15℄
have shown that equivalen e relations (48)(52) usu-

Relation (47) determines the above quasi-equilibrium

v f g,
i i

va an y distribution
follows the atomi

whi h adiabati ally fast

f i g.

distribution

Substituting it

in the rst equation in (28), we obtain an expli it kineti

equation for atomi

distributions

f i g for whi h

the evolution of the va an y distribution is
ized by a single parameter

hara ter-

 (t) being a spatially self-

averaged quantity:

di
= b  (t) 4 v hv j
dt j(i) ij
+

orrelator

pla ed by some other quantity,

or

bCu
ij

bFe
ij .

bij

is re-

Physi ally,

the possibility to redu e the va an y-mediated kineti s
to the equivalent dire t atomi

ex hange kineti s is re-

lated with the above-mentioned fa t that in the

ourse

of evolution of an alloy, the distribution of va an ies
follows that of the main
Therefore, it

omponents adiabati ally fast.

an be assumed that this equivalen e is

a tually a general feature of va an y-mediated kine-

2

X

ally preserve their form, but the

X

v

v

i



ti s, while for more general models, the

+

in (50)

similar properties.

3



j i

i j

The



5:

(48)

orrelators

bij

an be repla ed by some other expressions with
fun tion

 (t)

in

Eq.

(52)

determines

the

res aling of time between the initial va an y-mediated
ex hange

model

and

the

equivalent

DAE

model

Eqs. (48)(52). Temporal evolution of this DAE model
Equations (48)

an also be rewritten in the form used

in DAE models [12℄:

time





di X h
= M 2 sh (j
dt j(i) ij
2
+

X

j (i);

Mij 2 sh



i ) +

( + i
2 j

h and

tersite ex hanges

v hv  (t) bij exp

i

dtr = effh dt =



j ) ;

des ribing the in-

t=

are given by





(i + j )=2 ;

v

v  (t) bij

 exp

h



(50)

 effh = 1= effh

of an atomi

0

Ztr

0

v hv  (t) dt;

eff (t0 ) dt0 ;
h

has the meaning of the mean time

ex hange

h and tr

The form of the fun tion

(51)

the boundary

(53)

dt0r  effh (t0r );

of an ee tive number of su h atomi

i

(i + j + i + j )=2 :

Zt

tr =

(49)

where

Mij =

tr related to the real time t by the dierential or

integral relations

pq
where the generalized mobilities Mij

Mijh =

is a tually des ribed by the dimensionless redu ed

t(tr )

has the meaning
ex hanges.

in (53) depends on

onditions for va an ies adopted in si-

Comparing these expressions with expression (32) in

mulations. In parti ular, if we adopt the va an y

[10℄, whi h des ribes the mobility

servation model for whi h the intera tion renormaliza-

the nearest-neighbor dire t-ex

tion ee ts

Mijpq in an alloy with
pq
hange rate ij = pq ,

we see that Eqs. (50) and (51)

orrespond to a DAE

on-

an be expe ted to be insigni ant, then we

an use Eqs. (47) and (36) to express the lo al va an y

model with the ee tive dire t ex hange rates

on entration

727
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onsiderations presented after Eqs. (14) and (15) and,

be used to expli itly nd the dependen e

se ond, from the thorough analysis of intera tion renor-

ever, in view of a possible

malization ee ts for AB

reation of va an ies at vari-

ous latti e defe ts (grain boundaries, dislo ations, et .),
the kineti

Monte Carlo (KMC) simulations [14, 26℄

taking into a

ount su h pre esses appear to be more

t(tr )

realisti . Then the dependen es

an be found by

omparing the results of the DAE-based simulations
des ribed above with the appropriate KMC results, as

v

found there that these ee ts are des ribed by terms antisymmetri

In more detail, appli a-

in MeX alloys

an be des ribed by quasi-equilibrium

relations (14) and (15).
For a uniform MeX alloy, the site
tial

i = 

in (55)

hemi al poten-

oin ides with the thermodynami

X , in

hemi al potential

tions of Eqs. (48)(53) to studies of pre ipitation in
spe i

with respe t to the transposition of A and

BA
hAB
ij hij , whi h vanish in a binary Xv alloy,
where A = B = X. Therefore, the diusional kineti s

B atoms,

was illustrated in [15℄; these dependen es seem to be
rather simple and universal.

alloys in [11, 13℄. It was

ontrast to the

ase of substi-

tution alloys, where the analogous quantity

alloys will be des ribed elsewhere.



tioned in Se . 2.1, is equal to the dieren e

3. EQUATIONS FOR DIFFUSION OF
INTERSTITIAL ATOMS IN INTERSTITIAL
ALLOYS

(43) in Ref. [21℄ to the

ase of interstitial alloys Me

X. Quasi-equilibrium Gibbs distribution (15) and the
generalized grand

anoni al potential

Hamiltonian (55) are given by

terstitial atom, and in iron arbon steels in parti ular,

X

"

P = exp

diusion of atoms X is realized via thermo-a tivated

( g+

an be des ribed by

a substitution binary alloy X

=X

and va an ies

v

with the host atoms
tal

in the

h

v

that

ase of

v.

The to-

ongurational Hamiltonian (3) here in ludes XX

intera tions between atoms X, but not X
formulas (3)(5):

Vij

VijXX

v and vv in-

Xi =

below, for example,

=

(54)

i

X

exp

i

upation

i

i

Hint ) ;

(56)

!#

i ni

;

Hint

is related to

(57)

g fi g

= hni i =  g =i :

the equality

F = g+

e

by

(58)

then the site

X

i

i i

hemi al potential

i

F

by

(59)

is related to

F

by

the relations generalizing those for a uniform alloy:

i ni + Hint ;

1X
v nn:
Hint =
2 ij ij i j

i ni

the formula obtained by dierentiating equality (57):

X is usually omitted

the ee tive Hamiltonian (19) takes the form

Heff =

while the mean o

"

for ee tive

Therefore, if we dene the generalized free energy

i and VijXX = vij , and hen

X

fn i g

terms are nonzero in

= VijXX 6= 0; Vij h = Vijhh = 0:

The only meaningful index

= T ln

rystal latti e of pores,

being va an ies

tera tions. Therefore, only

g

onsists of atoms

X

g

#

i

jumps of these atoms between their interstitial sites
(pores). Therefore, this diusion

h .

To show this, we generalize Eqs. (21)(24) and (40)

In binary interstitial alloys MeX, where X is an in-

the general equations in Se . 2 for a parti ular

, as men-



i = F= i :

(55)
To relate

i

dynami

hemi al potentials, we

and

g

(60)

in Eqs. (56)(60) to the thermoonsider the

ase of a

i = hni i of a pore i by an atom
al hemi al on entration xi by

i in Eqs. (56)(60)
i
are independent of i: i =
and i = . For denite-

the relation depending on the geometry of pores [2℄,

ness, we dis uss the austenite stru ture for whi h the

e. g.,

total number of interstitial sites (o to-pores) is equal

The mean o

upation

X is related to the lo

MeX

= x=(1

x)

for a uniform austenite stru ture

with the FCC latti e of o to-pores.

An important prin ipal feature whereby the diu-

uniform alloy MeX, where

to the total number

v

AB

v

of Me atoms. Then instead

of the total thermodynami
onvenient to

sional kineti s in the interstitial MeX (i. e., substitution X ) alloys diers from that in the substituton

NMe

and

potentials

g

and

f:
= g =NMe; f = F=NMe = +  ;
= NX =NMe:

Me atom,

alloys is the validity for MeX alloys of rela-

tion (14), that is, the absen e of the intera tion renormalization ee ts. This follows, rst, from the physi al

728

F , it is

onsider the analogous quantities per one

and

(61)

ÆÝÒÔ,

Here,

òîì

NX
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is the total number of atoms X, and hen e

is the mean o
a

Statisti al derivation of basi equations

upation of an interstitial site, and,

where the generalized mobility

dened by the thermodynami

relations

X = F=NX; Me = F=NMe:
(63)
Substituting relations (61) for
and F = NMe f ( ) in
Eqs. (63) and taking Eq. (62) into a

ount, we obtain

 = X ;
= Me:
quantities  and
in Eqs.

have the respe tive meaning of the

(64)
(61) and (62)

hemi al potentials

Mij = ij bXij exp (i + j ) :
2

In usual diusion problems, the spatial dependen e

i = (ri ), i = ( i ), and bX
ij =
X
= bij ( i ; j ) in Eqs. (65)(69) is supposed to be smooth.

Therefore, variations of these fun tions under the repla ements

rji = rj ri
rji r
j

kineti

an be derived analogously to Eqs. (28)

with the simpli ations implied by Eqs. (54) and (55).
Taking into a

j

(or

kineti

. This yields a

Here,

of atoms X:

and



ij

= !ijeff exp(

*

X

bXij = (1 ni )(1 nj ) exp
The pre-exponent

!ijeff

with the repla ement
ergy

Eaij

p

! X,

:

= EvX

in (10), unlike

omplex expression (31) in a substitutional

The index 

ij 

at the quantities

!ijeff

and

Eaij

in (66) allows for a possible nonuniformity of an alloy;
for a uniform alloy, this index
quantity

ijk

and (11); it des ribes the
energy

EXSPi;vj

an be omitted.

in (67) is an analogue of

pij

Kineti

equation (65)

analogous to Eq. (49):

k.



i!j

due

(72)

id
i = T ln[ i =(1
int des
solution and i

i )℄

where

(73)

orresponds to the ideal

ribes intera tion ee ts,

see,

e. g., (35). Therefore, for the ideal solution for whi h

ij
int
i in (73) and l in (67) are zero, we have
aX = =(1 + ), bX = (1 )2 , and bX aX = = 1 and

both

Eq. (70) be omes the simple linear diusion equation

X

=
Did r2 
t


(74)

with the

on entration-independent diusivity

equal to



lo al
(68)

on entration

For a uniform
sor

729



Did

in (72). However, when XX intera tions

vij and ijl are signi

ant, kineti

linear and the diusivity



i ) ;

1X
r r ;
2 j(i) ij ij ij

int
i = id
i + i ;

The

an also be written in a form

di X
2M sh (j
=
dt j(i) ij
2

=

aX = aX ( ; T ) = exp[ ( ; T )℄ is the thermoa tivity of X atoms and bX = bX ( ; T ) is the
X
orrelator bij in Eq. (67) at i = j = .
The site hemi al potential i in a binary alloy an

hange of the saddle-point

to the presen e of another atom X at site

(71)

 bX

dynami

in Eqs. (10)

for an inter-site X-atom jump

(70)

where

(67)

and the a tivation en-

Ehp

D  ( )r :

be written as

!+

in (66) is determined by Eq. (8)

redu es to the term

the more
alloy.

k



(66)

ijk nk



aX
;


D ( ) =

(65)

Eaij );

X

are Cartesian indi es and the diusivity

tion (28):

are dened by relations analogous to (29) and (33):

an be expanded in po-

is determined by the expression

ount Eqs. (34), (27), (54), (55) and re-

in (65)

where

ontinuous version of this


+ div j = 0; j =
t
D 

= ri + rji ,

equation in the form of a  ontinuity equation

for the ux

v = h, vi = hi = 0, this equation an also
v
obtained simply putting i = 1 in the rst equa-

di X X
b [exp( j ) exp( i )℄ :
=
dt j(i) ij ij
X
The jump probability ij and the orrelator bij

ri ! rj

is the interpore distan e) are small. Then

lations
be

!

equation (65) or (68)

an interstitial alloy MeX (treated as a binary substitu-

v

i

wers of

equation des ribing diusion of atoms X in

tion alloy X- )

(69)

of the fun tions

of X atoms and Me atoms.
Kineti





 = f= :
(62)
The quantities
and  in Eqs. (61) and (62) are simply
related to the partial hemi al potentials X and Me

ording to (65),

is determined by the relation

ording to Eq. (60),

Hen e, the

Mij , a

:::

D

equation (70) is non-

in (71) should vary with the

= X (r).

ubi

alloy, su h as austenite, the ten-

redu es to a s alar

Æ  a2, where

is given by

V. G. Vaks, I. A. Zhuravlev

Eq. (66) (with the index
iron ( -iron) latti e
A

ÆÝÒÔ,

ij

a is the FCC
D  = Æ  D.

omitted) and

onstant, when e

ording to (71), the diusivity

D

an then be writ-

where

diusion of

where

(75)

hange of indi es:

= !eff exp(

!eff

Ea );

X

X = !X exp

for the lo al

=

i

For a uniform alloy with

( ; T ) = T

n

X

errors [29℄.
The

orrelator

ing to Eqs. (67) and (44),

bX ( ; T ) = (1
znsp

fnsp = exp(
is the

"

X

znsp ln(1 + fnsp

n=1
n )

nth

n

But for the realisti

)2 exp

n=1

metal atoms, and the presen e of va an ies in the metal
sublatti e is negle ted.
tors

saddle-point intera tions

signi ant errors, just as for

nhl

 in Eq. (77).

Mi ros opi relation (75) an be

for host metal

h

Therefore, o

P

nl .

is the

i

where

vil = Vil

X

i ni
X

;il

;l

vil ni nl +

Vilh , and vlm

in his dis ussion of diusion of

vlm nl nm ;

is related to

pq
Vlm

(82)

in (81)
an

rst equation in (18) here takes the form

h
X X
di
!Xeff (1 ni )nj 
=
dt fn ;n g j(i)
k l


i
 exp E^ijin E^ijSP fi ! j g 

h

ed by Ågren

arbon in austenite

a2 bX aC
;
)Vm T

;lm

generalizations and simpli ations. In parti ular, the

 exp [

Here, the saddle-point energy

MCVa

(80)

Heff )℄ :

(

(83)

E^ijSP , instead of Eqs. (10)

and (11), is given by the expression

E^ijSP = Eh +

in Eq. (9) in [2℄, we nd

MCVa =
(1

X

The equations des ribing diusion of X atoms

an lead to

[13℄. Comparing Eq. (75) with the denition of

1
2

1X
v nn +
2 ij ij i j

similarly to Eq. (5).

ompared with var-

MCVa introdu

l nl +

again be derived using Eqs. (6)(26) with appropriate

(79)

n , su

X

+

(78)

an provide a statisti al expression for the

phenomenologi al mobility

similarly to Eq. (1):

The ee tive Hamiltonian for statis-

ious phenomenologi al models for diusivity [14℄. In
parti ular, it

upation opera-

an be expressed in terms of

those for the minority metals

nhl = 1

Heff =

!

as those in Table 2 below, using the MFA

As

ti al averaging, instead of (19), takes the form

oordination sphere

znsp n :

nXi = ni , VilXp = Vilp , and VijXX = vij .

above, we dis uss diusion of only interstitial but not

onsidered. If these intera tions are

X

(81)

where we again omit the index X for an interstitial
atom, setting

1;

oordination number and

an be written

X
1X
vij ni nj + Vilp ni npl +
2 ij
p;il
1 X pq p q
+
V nn ;
2 pq;lm lm l m

ord-

n  1, then Eq. (78) takes its MFA form

bX ( ; T ) = (1

Ht =

#

) ;

ongurational Hamiltonian

in the form generalizing Eq. (3):

an be written as

saddle-point intera tion for the
of the saddle point
weak,

an lead to signi ant

bX ( ; T ) for a uniform alloy, a
)2 exp

i j , and k, while
l m, and n.

zn ln(1 gn );

those in Table 1, using the MFA

in

the sites in the metal sublatti e, by indi es ,

( ) is simplied [29℄:

(77)
gn = 2fn=(Rn + 1 + 2 fn);
fn = exp( vn ) 1; Rn = [1+4 (1 )fn ℄1=2 ;
where zn is the oordination number and vn is the ongurational intera tion for the nth oordination sphere.
In the ase of weak intera tion, vn  1, Eq. (77) reMFA = (Pn zn vn ) . But
du es to the MFA expression 
for the realisti values of the intera tions vn , su h as

p

interstitial sites are denoted by indi es ,
The total

(76)

)-X with several spe ies atoms

the metal sublatti e, su h as an FeMnC alloy. The

, PCA expression (35)

hemi al potential

X


S SP :

ompared in Se . 4.

onsider a multi omponent interstitial al-

2 :::

loy (Me Me

is dened by Eqs. (66) and (8) with the appro-

priate

1

and phenomenologi al des riptions of

arbon in austenite are

We now

a
D = a2 bX X ;
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is the volume per atom Me. In more detail,

the mi ros opi

ten as

where

Vm

òîì

where

ijk

and

X

k

ijk nk +

X

l

ijl nl ;

ijl are analogues of ijk

(84)

in (67). Using

relations (20) and (26), we again redu e Eq. (83) to
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òîì

Congurational intera tions

Table 1.

n

arbon atoms in austenite

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

110

200

211

220

310

222

321

400

330

411

420

1

1.41

1.73

2

2.24

2:45

2:65

2.83

3

3

3.16

12

6

24

12

24

8

48

6

12

24

24

1334

1961

46

46

267

1400

1180

46

46

267

487
322

23
23

139
139

12
12

58
58

23
23

n = (Rspn ) (in kelvin) of arbon atoms in austenite for ve tors Rspn = R0n Rsp ,
where Rsp is the saddle-point position of the arbon atom

n
Rnsp =R1
znsp
n

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

0.87

1.12

1.32

1.5

1.66

1:80

1:94

2.06

2.18

2.29

4

4

8

6

4

12

8

8

12

8

1470

1336

1228

229

924

929

543

133

133

286

n
Rnsp =R1
znsp
n

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

2.40

2.50

2.60

2.70

2.78

2.87

2.96

3.04

3.12

8

14

16

4

16

16

8

20

8

622

564

144

160

310

269

form (65). However, the a tivation energy
orrelator

bXij

Ea

*

X

l

k

ijk nk

X

l

the

hemi al potential

intera tions
tor

bX .

n

59

vn in (77), whi h deter, and for the saddle-point

in (79), whi h determine the

orrela-

For substitution FeCu alloys, su h a rst-

prin iple model for both

ijl nl

43

34

ongurational intera tions

mine the

Vilh ;

vn

and

n

was developed

in [14℄, and simulations of pre ipitation in FeCu al-

bXij = (1 ni )(1 nj ) 
X

in (66)

in (67) are now dened as

Ea = Eh

 exp

(in kelvin) of

:::

Saddle-point intera tions

Table 2.

and the

vn

1

2Rn=a
Rn =R1
zn

vnB , Blanter [16℄
vn , this work

Statisti al derivation of basi equations

(85)

loys based on this model
reliability [14℄.

!+

;

onrmed its relevan e and

For intera tions of

ite, reliable rst-prin iple

arbon in austen-

al ulations are still absent

due to the well-known di ulties of taking magneti
intera tions in

-iron into a

ount [19℄. However, some

simplied model of

ing over various distributions of

austenite has been suggested by Blanter [16℄, and his

-spe ies atoms in the

ongurational intera tions

vn

and Eqs. (83) and (85) now in lude statisti al averag-

estimates of these intera tions are presented in Table 1

metal sublatti e.

as

vnB .

Below, we use this model and some its exten-

sions to investigate the

4. CALCULATIONS OF DIFFUSIVITY AND
ACTIVITY OF CARBON IN AUSTENITE
FOR SIMPLE MODELS OF
CARBONCARBON INTERACTIONS
To

al ulate the diusivity

mi ros opi

in

D

on entration and temperature

dependen es of the diusivity
ros opi

D

that follow from mi-

expression (75).

Blanter used the model of purely deformational
ongurational intera tions with the nearest-neighbor

in a

ordan e with

expression (75), we should use some theo-

reti al model of XX intera tions in an alloy, both for

Kanzaki for es for all
The nearest-neighbor

vnB ex ept the rst one.
B
onstant v1 (whi h annot be de-

onstants

s ribed by the deformational model

731

orre tly due to the

aγ−gr
C

treated as a free parameter, whi h was estimated from

1.2

arbon a tivity in austenite with respe t

perimental values.

vnB

to the ex-

aC is related to
aC = exp( C ), where

The quantity

the  ongurational a tivity

C =  is the

gr

hemi al potential of

aC gr = aC exp( GC gr );

(86)

GC gr = GC gr (T ) is the dieren

the thermodynami
pure
tal

K

relation [16℄

where

0.8

arbon in austenite

dis ussed in Se . 3, by the thermodynami

potentials per

14
23
K

al ulated with these

15
73

aC gr ,

to graphite,

107
3K

the t of the

142, âûï. 4 (10), 2012

137
3K

strong  hemi al repulsion at short CC distan es) was

òîì

117
3K

ÆÝÒÔ,

127
3K

V. G. Vaks, I. A. Zhuravlev

0.4

e between

arbon atom in a

-iron and in graphite. The t to the experimen-

aC gr ( ; T )

values obtained with the use of both

al ulations of aC ( ; T )
GC gr (T ), some experimental

Monte Carlo [16℄ and PCA [29℄

vnB

the

values, and for

estimates, seemed to be quite satisfa tory.

imply that the simple model of Blanter [16℄
as a basis for realisti

des riptions of CC intera tions

aC gr ( ; T )

 GC

gr

ongurational intera tions

vn us-

entration

T.

for

vn

= 5550 K 2:31 T

v1 but also the next two

8

10
xC , %

arbon a tivity

xC

aC

gr

arbon

in

on-

= =(1 + ) for various temperatures

orrespond to the experimental data in [16℄.

urves are

al ulated using PCA expression (77)

with the intera tion
urves are

i al des ription of

onstants

vn

from Table 1.

al ulated using the phenomenolog-

CC

intera tions used by Ågren [36℄

(87)

T, K
1200

instead of the interpolation in [29℄, and we also varied
The



Dashed

data suggested by Ågren [36℄:

not only

Dots

Solid

in (86) using the interpolation of experimental

 GC

6

austenite with respe t to graphite on the

values, we estimated the fun tion

gr

4

Dependen e of the

Fig. 1.

ing a similar approa h. However, in the t to experimental

2

an serve

in austenite.
We estimated the

0

This may

onstants,

v2 and v3 .

values obtained are presented in the last line

of Table 1. Variations of our

v2 and v3 with respe t to
v2B and v3B lie er-

1100

their purely deformational values
tainly within the real a

ura y of the original Blanter

model be ause, rst, this model disregards  hemi al
ontributions to

v2

and

v3 , whi

h

an be quite noti e-

able (whi h is illustrated, in parti ular, by
the results of
based on

1000

omparing

al ulations of CC intera tions in ferrite

ab initio [20℄ and on purely deformational [37℄

approa hes [33℄) and, se ond, it negle ts both possible

900

ontributions of non-nearest Kanzaki for es [29℄ and
a probable variation of phonon spe tra with temperature (whi h was not measured in
pronoun ed in BCC iron [34, 35℄).
we present the

arbon a tivity

aC

-iron but is very

C; T )

equilibrium ferriteaustenite phase diagram
using PCA expression (77) for

800

In Figs. 1 and 2,

gr (x

0

and the

We now dis uss the saddle-point intera tions

Rspn

=

R0n Rsp

, and

6

8

10
xC , %

Fig. 2.

Rsp

FeC

phase diagram. Dots

orrespond to ex-

perimental phase boundaries. Solid urves show ferrite

al ulations based on the phenomenologi al model by
Ågren [36℄.
where

4

al ulated

 with our vn from Tab-

le 1, together with experimental data and the results of

= (Rsp
n ),

2

austenite phase boundaries
with

n =

vn

from Table 1.

the phenomenologi al

is the

732

al ulated using Eq. (77)

Dashed

urves

orrespond to

al ulations by Ågren [36℄

ÆÝÒÔ,

òîì
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saddle-point position of the

Statisti al derivation of basi equations

:::

(0)

ν n , ∆n , K

arbon atom. In the se ond

and third lines of Table 2, we show the rst 19 distan es

jRspn j and the

Rnsp =

orrespond to these
of the

Rspn

values of

R

oordination numbers

sp .
n

znsp

1500

that

To illustrate the distribution

ve tors in the FCC latti e, we present the

omponents of latti e ve tors

a=2 units) for the rst eight
the point Rsp = (0:5; 0:5; 0):
(in

R0n = Rspn + Rsp

1000

oordination spheres of

500

R01 = (0; 1; 1); (1; 0; 1);

R02 = (0; 2; 0); (2; 0; 0); (1; 1; 0); (1; 1; 0);

R03 = (2; 1; 1); (1; 2; 1); (0; 1; 1); (1; 0; 1);
R04 = (2; 2; 0); (1; 1; 0); (0; 0; 2); (1; 1; 2);
R05 = (2; 1; 1); (1; 2; 1);
0
R6 = (0; 2; 0); (2; 0; 0); (1; 3; 0);

0

−500
(88)

(3; 1; 0); (0; 2; 2);
(2; 0; 2); (1; 1; 2); (1; 1; 2); (1; 1; 3);
R07 = (0; 3; 1); (3; 0; 1); (2; 1; 1);
(1; 2; 1); (3; 0; 1);
R08 = (2; 2; 0); (2; 2; 0); (3; 1; 0); (1; 3; 0);
(0; 1; 3); (1; 1; 1):

Fig. 3.

Illustration of our method of estimates of

onstru ted similarly to those for the

Rnsp > R2 , the analogous estimate of n in

following two steps.

on-

vn

(A) Interpolation of the dependen e

(0)
n

n

by treating the rst several

eters, as this was done for the

vn .

However, we here

restri t ourselves by illustrative estimates of
on some interpolations between the

vn

n

based

values in Ta-

ble 1 and on several simple assumptions. First, we assume that both

n

tions to

hemi al and deformational

depend only on the distan e

and vary with

Rnsp

for short distan es

Rnsp = jRsp
nj

smoothly. Se ond, we assume that

Rnsp < R2 = 1:41R1, the n

are mainly determined by the
while for

ontribu-

hemi al

values

ontributions,

Rnsp > R2 , these values are mainly determined

by the deformational

ontributions. Third, we assume

that the dependen e the saddle-point intera tions
on

Rnsp

is similar to the dependen e of the

tional intera tions
deformational
tera tions

vn

on

Rn ,

ontributions.

1 , 2 , and 3

linear interpolation between

for both

n

ongura-

hemi al and

Then the  hemi al in-

an be estimated using the

v1 and v2 values, as shown
n with n  4

in Figs. 3 and 4. For the deformational

(0)
n

by some fa tor

n = (0)
n ;

an be estimated

as adjustable param-

v(R) using the

shown in Fig. 3.

(B) S aling of these

arbitrary Kanzaki for es dis ussed in [29℄, while the
ontributions

ludes the

values in Table 1, whi h yields the preliminary

values

general expression for deformational intera tions with
hemi al

(0)

tained as des ribed in the text

vn . The long-range deformaontributions to n an be al ulated using the

short-range

3
R/R1

n using the interpolation of
vn = v (Rn ). Cir les show
the values of vn and triangles, the values of n ob-

gurational intera tions
tional

2

ongurational intera tions

Models for estimating the saddle-point intera tions
an be

1

saddle-point intera tions

or

n

0

with the value of
sivity

D

,
(89)

determined from the t of the diu-

al ulated a

ording to Eqs. (75)(79) to the

experimental data about the diusivity of

arbon in

austenite.
Step A is illustrated in Fig. 3.

This gure shows

v(R), the
regions of long and intermediate distan es R should
be treated dierently. At long distan es R > R4 , we
that to obtain an appropriate interpolation

an use the simple linear interpolation between neigh-

R2 < R < R4 , some smooth
v2 , v3 , and v4 values.
For these intermediate R, we interpolate v (R) by a simboring

vn

values, while at

urve should be drawn between

ple power law:

(

C2 (R3 R)m ; R2 < R < R3 ;
(90)
C4 (R R3 )m ; R3 < R < R4 ;
where onstants C2 and C4 are determined by the onditions v (R2 ) = v2 and v (R4 ) = v4 . For the exponent
v(R) =
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Fig. 4.

1

Values of

ir les:

2

CC

vn = v (Rn ); bla k
n = (Rnsp ).

saddle-point intera tions

Dashed lines

onne t the neighboring

n

12

values to

guide the eye

m

we tried two values, 2 and 4, and the value

m=4

step B. The resulting interpolation

v(R)

2

4

The diusivity

6

DC (xC ; T ) of

presented in [3℄.

is shown in

Eq. (75) and the

urve.

and

Vijd = V d(Ri

tioned at

Ri

and

over wave-numbers

Rj )

Rj
k

between two atoms posi-

is proportional to the integral

in the Brillouin zone of some ex-

pression that in ludes the produ t of two appropriate
Kanzaki for es,

fki

and

fkj

, while ea h of these for es

is proportional to the amplitude of displa ements of
neighboring host (iron) atoms due to the presen e of an
impurity ( arbon) atom at the site
the

ongurational intera tions

i or j .

vn ,

Therefore, for

the deformational

ontributions are proportional to the produ t of two
Kanzaki for es

fiop

and

fjop

in the o to-pore.
point intera tion

by a Kanzaki for e

fisp

arboniron

is

values,

p

1= 2 times that for a

arbon atom

in an o to-pore. Therefore, this Kanzaki for e

fisp

an

fiop

. Hen e, the fa -

an

ontributions to the

vn

and

n

onsiderably ex eed unity.

The des ription of available experimental data on

DC (xC ; T ) [38℄ by our model with the
= 2:9 in Eq. (89) is shown in Fig. 5. This

the diusivity
hoi e

des ription

orresponds to the following values of the

saddle-point energy
frequen y

that des ribes the analogous
arbon atom

al ulations by

in (89), whi h qualitatively des ribes the relative

s ale of deformational

one of these fa tors is repla ed

displa ements of iron atoms indu ed by a

RFe C

tor

onsiderably ex eed

!Ceff

Ea

, the produ t

in Eqs. (75) and (76):

!Ceff a2 ,

and the

Ea = 17700 K;

(91)

!Ceff a2 = 0:225 m2 =se ;
!Ceff = 1:76  1014 se 1 ;

(92)

arbon atom lo ated

in the saddle-point position, for whi h the
distan e

be expe ted to

At the same time, for the saddle-

n ,

al ulated using

Ågren [3℄ based on his phenomenologi al model

that des ribe the displa e-

ments of iron atoms indu ed by a

10
%

n values from Tables 1 and

2. The dashed lines show the results of

an be dedu ed from the general expres-

ording to this expression, the deformational inter-

a tion

C;

x

arbon in austen-

The solid lines are

vn

sion for deformational intera tions in Eq. (11) in [29℄.
A

8

ite. The symbols show experimental values from [38℄

For step B, the physi al arguments in favor of model
relation (89)

0

Fig. 5.

was found to be more suitable for the t involved in
Fig. 3 by the dashed

1120
K
1182
K
1123
KK
1129
1131
K
1273
K
1315
1401 KK
1468 K
1528
1574 KK

intera tions that we use. Open

ongurational intera tions

triangles:

3
R/R1

a = 3:58 Å for -iron [40℄ is used.
We note that the hoi e
= 3:04 in Eq. (89) would
yield the values of DC (xC ; T ) that virtually oin ide

where the value
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with those obtained by Ågren [3℄. However, the

= 2:9 seems to better des

hoi e

vity (75) in the dilute alloy limit.

:::

Therefore, these

ribe the low-temperature

equations have no relevan e to the illustrative estimates

data in [38℄, whi h agree with those obtained in [39℄.

of CC intera tions dis ussed above, but they provide

n that orrespond
= 2:9 are presented in Table 2 and Fig. 4.

The saddle-point intera tions

to

some denite information about the mi ros opi
a teristi s of diusion of

Both experimental and theoreti al results presented
in Fig. 5 show that the diusivity

DC sharply in

as the

in reases.

arbon

on entration

xC

reases

In a

Finally, we
arbon

in

and diusional

austenite

presented

har-

-iron.

ompare the mi ros opi

of thermodynami

or-

arbon in

des ription

hara teristi s of

in

this

work

with

dan e with Eqs. (10), (11), (75), and (79), this seems to

their phenomenologi al des ription developed by Ågren

indi ate the presen e of a signi ant attra tion in the

[2, 3, 36℄. Both approa hes use a similar number of ad-

saddle-point intera tions

n ,

be ause this attra tion

de reases the saddle-point energy
site jumps of

ECSP

for the inter-

arbon atoms. In the model estimates of

intera tions shown in Fig.4, it

orresponds to the pres-

n at intermediate CC
R in the range 1:6R1 . R . 2R1 . The inrease in DC ( ; T ) with xC mentioned above an imply

justable parameters, and the quality of agreement between the results obtained and the experimental data
shown in Figs. 1, 2 and 5 is similar.
s opi

But the mi ro-

approa h seems to provide a better physi al un-

en e of signi ant negative

derstanding of the phenomena onsidered. It also opens

distan es

possibilities of developing fully rst-prin iple des rip-

that su h a signi ant attra tion is present not only in

strated in [14℄ for FeCu alloys.

our model estimates but also in the real saddle-point

s opi

intera tions of

date a number of prin ipal points not dis ussed earlier.

arbon atoms in austenite.

We now dis uss the values of the pre-fa tor
the transition state entropy
spond to estimate (92).
in (8)

in (8) that

and

orre-

The attempt frequen y

an be estimated in our

of lo al vibrations of

SCSP

!Ceff

ase as the frequen y

!pv
!C

arbon in austenite. These vibra-

tions have been experimentally studied in [41℄ with the
result

!C  75 meV = 1:14  1014 se 1 :
(93)
Note that this !C ex eeds the Debye frequen y of
14 se 1 [42℄, by about three times.
-iron, !D = 0:43  10
eff
eff
Then using Eq. (8) with !pv = !C and !pv = !C
from (92), we obtain

SCSP

 0:4; !Csp  0:9!C:

(94)

These relations show that the softening of saddlepoint frequen ies

!Csp

with respe t to

!C

for

arbon in

tions with no adjustable parameters, as was demonIn addition, mi ro-

expression (75) for the diusivity seems to elu i-

First, it shows that the diusivity

an be written in the

form of the produ t of thermodynami  and kineti 
(or saddle-point) fa tors, and the thermodynami fa tors in lude not only the usual, so- alled Darken fa tor

 ln aX = ln

[2℄ but also the

of the a tivity itself,

aX =

on entration derivative

. Se ond, mi ros opi

re-

lations (75)(79) allow estimating the transition state
entropy

S SP

strated for
s opi

from experimental data, as was demon-

arbon in austenite.

relations allow relating the

den e of the a tivity
the

Third, these mi roon entration depen-

aX and the diusivity DX to both

ongurational and saddle-point intera tions be-

tween interstitial atoms X, in parti ular, between

ar-

bon atoms in austenite. Therefore, the analysis of experimental data on

aC (xC ; T ) and DC (xC ; T )

an lead

to insights into the type and the s ale of these intera tions.

austenite is rather weak (if any), unlike for FeCu substitution alloys dis ussed in Se . 2.1, while the saddle-

SCSP is by an order of magnitude lower
SP
SP
than the analogous SCuv and SFev values for FeCu

5. CONCLUSIONS

point entropy

alloys (as estimated in [14℄).

an be

We summarize the main results in this work. The

related (at least partly) to the above-mentioned in-

fundamental master equation for the probability of va-

equality

rious atomi

of

!C

The dieren e

 !D , whi h implies that the dynami s

arbon atoms in austenite is mu h faster than the

iron atom dynami s.

Under su h

sumption of a lo al thermodynami

onditions, the asequilibrium for

distrubutions in an alloy has been used to

derive the basi

equations of diusional kineti s in al-

loys. The mi ros opi
tions

an be

parameters entering these equa-

al ulated by

ab initio

methods, as was

the saddle-point transition state, as well as the entropy

demonstrated by SF for iron opper alloys [14℄, or us-

notion for this state, may not be fully appli able and

ing various theoreti al models. For substitution alloys,

should be used with

the diusional transformation kineti s is des ribed by

aution.

We note that Eqs. (94)

!Ceff

of the fa tor

orrespond to the pre-fa tor

in (76) that determines diffusi-

the quasi-equilibrium kineti

equation (QKE) derived

in Se . 2.1. This equation (28) generalizes the earlier
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R

version presented in [15℄ by taking possible intera tion

of a signi ant CC attra tion at intermediate

renormalization ee ts into a

and about a rather low value of the transition state

ount, whi h

an be im-

portant for the va an y-mediated kineti s [11, 13℄. In
Se . 2.2, we des ribed the
al potentials

i and

al ulations of lo al

bij

orrelators

hemi-

entering QKE (28)

with the use of some analyti methods that
simpli ity of

entropy

al ulations with high a

SCSP

given by estimate (94).

The authors are mu h indebted to F. Soisson for nu-

ombine the

merous valuable dis ussions, as well as to G. F. Syrykh

ura y, espe ially

for drawing our attention to the important experi-

for dilute alloys. In Se . 2.3, we redu ed QKE (28) de-

ments [41℄.
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